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Abstract
Creating new knowledge or publishable research is not the standard that most institutions set for their
undergraduate students. We have found approaches that allow us to meet this standard, approaches
which we refer to as the Yogi Berra Approach, the E Unum Pluribus Approach, the River Runs
Through It Approach, and the Bentham Approach. Each works for different faculty-student
collaborations. We list some challenges of conducting research with undergraduates, and offer some
solutions.
The Yogi Berra Approach: One Question – Different Datasets
Competitive Balance in Sports
The goal of this approach is have students work on projects that are “the same, only different”. Students
analyze different sports, each adding a nuance from their own knowledge of the activity, but using
common definitions and questions to begin analysis.

E Unum Pluribus Approach: One Dataset – Different Questions
Patents and Innovation
This approach starts with a common base of data and tools, then encourages students to find their own
related hypotheses. Students generally analyze the impact of technology on the real economy, or vice
versa. The resulting analyses are creatively diverse.

A River Runs Through It Approach: One Quantitative Problem – Different Questions
River-based Recreation
In this approach, students each tackle parts of a larger project. Each performed contingent valuation
analysis for a distinct group of stakeholders in a community centering on rafting, boating and fishing.
The results are valuable both independently and when aggregated.

Bentham Approach: One Qualitative Problem – Different Questions
The Role of Corporate Boards
Students each derive their own questions from a common issue, that of corporate board process. They
collaborate on data collection, forming their own surveys and hypotheses. Results are generated by the
joint exercise, but as a sum of individual exercises.

